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Abstract. We consider the ability of the numerical solution of Richards equation to model
gravity-driven iingers. Although gravity-driven fingers can be easily simulated using a partial
downwind avermji.ngmetho~ we fmd the fingers are purely artificial, generated by the combined
effects of truncation error induced oscillations and capillary hysteresis. Since Richards equation
can only yield a monotonic solution for standard constitutive relations and constant flux boundary
conditions, it is not the valid governing equation to model gravity-driven lingers, and therefore is .
also suspect for unsaturated flow in initially dry, highly nonlinear, and hysteretic media where
these fingers occur. However, analysis of truncation error at the wetting front for the partial
downwind method suggests the required mathematical behavior of a more comprehensive and
physically based modeling approach for this region of parameter space. ,
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1.0 Introduction
.

. .
. ‘-Experimen&l-obsetiation& of ‘~ati-~~tivefi.&g~s-b~tiWy.@..&d-wakr.we@le stidk:at low . ‘.-. . --—-- -.

‘--- supply rates ieve—ii”%lfliis-a‘Iiii@:grows downward, its ttp wek’ to rieai saturation and then drains -
a dktance behind, thus initiating a hysteretic response [Ghstiet al. 1989b]. Once this hysteretic.
response occurs, the system becomes ‘heterogeneous’ ‘tid. develops a finger core and fringe region
stmcturethat persists titie. and over subsequent drainage.~d infiltration cycles.. In fact as noted -
by GlassundiVicholl[1996], from-the time of the i@al finger foniiation onwar~ sys~rn behavior
is con~olled not by instabi~ty but by the heterogeneous field, subsequent infiltration cycles simply;
follow the hysteresis induced template-of the initial unstable event. Thus, the nonmo@@tic .. . .-
behavior demons~ated. by gravity-$-iveg.fmgers,is .rinekseqti~ characteristic of-the phenomenon ~”<‘-”..‘....
and, in combination”wkh.hystereslsj -controls subsequent system evolution. ‘- - “ ~

Recently, Nieber [1996] modeled grav$whiven fingering in initially dry, highly nonlinear, and
hysteretic porous media using continuum representations of the physics as embodied in Richards
equation @E) along with the standard constitutive relations. He found, however, that the
hydraulic conductivity values across the grid boundaries (i.e., the i.ntemodal averages) must be
calculated with weighthg toward the downwind node, otherwise the finger dissipates. By varying
the weighting parameter in the partial downwind averaging method at a given spatial grid size,
Nieber [1996] was able to calibrate his results to reasonably match the finger widths found
experimentally by Glass et al. [19894 c]. Additionally, Nieber’s [1996] simulations reflect the
essential nonmonotonicity that is characteristic of gravity-driven fingers. These initial results of
Nieber [1996] have mbsequently been extended in a series of papers that study gravity unstable
flow and solute transport in water repellent sandy soil [Ritsema et al., 1998% b; Nguyen et al.,
1999% b]. It is critical to note, however, that this approach uses a continuum scale parabolic
partial difilerentkd equation (l?DE) to model water flow, and for standard media properties and
constant flux boundary conditions, others argue RE can only admit monotonic solutions [e.g.,
Rubin and Steinhardt, 1963, Rubin et al., 1964, and Youngs, 1995]. Thus, considering the
fundamental behavior of a parabolic PDE such as RE as d~sive, we pose the question: Why does
Nieber’s [1996] approach simulate fingers when the underlying govetig equation for constant
flux infdtration must yield a monotonic behavior? And its corollary: What can we deduce about the
required nature of a continuum scale representation of the physics born @e fact that iVieber’s
[1996] method can simulate many chmacteristics of physical fingers?

In order to answer these questions, we f~st analyzed the components of Nieber’s [1996] approach,
reproduced his results, and verified that downwind averaging is the critical finger generating
component. Based on these results, we formulate a more general model that includes a variety of
averaging methods and demonstrate its behatior in two-dimensions (2D). To understand why
partial downwind averaging yields fingers, we then consider truncation error ~) and derive the
modified governing equation actually being solved by the various numerical discretizations.
Analysis of TE behatior at the wetting front (WI?) shows the fingers simulated using hysteretic RE
with partial downwinding to be numerical artifacts, entirely due to TE induced oscillation at the WI?
combined with capillary hysteresis. Thus RE with standard constitutive equations does not contain
the fill physics required to model gravity driven fingers and cannot be considered as valid
throughout the full range of parameter space for unsaturated flow. Study of the TE behavior at the
front and its ability to reproduce the qualitative trends expected in physical finger behavior as initial
moisture content and material nonlinearity vary, suggests an ‘interim’ or ‘adhoc’ governing
equation with a mathematical behavior similar to that required of the fill physics.
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Richards- -Equation - -
------

---- . ... .

. Nieber [1996],”adop@d”aFinite Element Me~od wi”~”bikear (four-node quacklateid) “elemen~ ts I”. -
dkcretize the 2D fopn of RE, tid used the standard moisture-retention and hydraulic conductivity
models of van Genuchien [1980] and MxzZem [1976] to define the constitutive relations. He
linearized.the resulting nonlinear system of algebraic equations based on the modtied-Picard
iteration (Ml?I) method of Celia et al. [1990], and during each nonlinear iteration step the linear -
coefficient matrix was solved using a preconditioned conjugate gradient method. In additio”~
Mualem’s [1974] independent domain hysteresis model was used to determine the higher-order
scanning cwwes that fall between the bounding, main wetting, and main drainage cwves @4SVC

I ~d Iv@C). .Nieber [1996] also implemented several additional”nonstandard features mch as- ---- ~ -
setting the hydraulic conductivity to zero as long “asthe water content was belo-wresidiial moisture”
content of the MDC, considering an air-dry or primary wetting curve Q?WC)that is artificially
depressed (i.e., the curve has near zero water-entg pressure), forcing a jump from the PWC to
MDC when the saturation on the PWC is -0.99, and most importantly, using partial downwinding
to evaluate the intemodai conductivity values at the WF.

We implemented Nieber’s [1996] method using a cell-centered finite-diierence method (FDM) and
reproduced his results. The% by considering each of his additional nonstandard features, we
found the use of partial downwinding to be the critical component which in combination with a
hysteresis model and a standard reversal criterion [e.g., Kool andParker, 1987], yields gravity-
driven ‘finger-like’ solutions. With this less constrained approach the problem naturally reverses
with finger tip saturation values that depend upon the material properties, initial saturatio% and
applied flu% unlike Nleber’s forced reversal where fingertips are always filly saturated. In the
following sections, we present our model and several illustrative results. In section 2.1, we first
summarize our initial boundary value problem @3VP) based on a dimensionless form of R-E. In
section 2.2, we describe our finite difference numerical discretization and solution procedure using
a variety of first-, second-, and third-order accurate intemodal averaging methods. In section 2.3,
we then present a series of illustrative 2D numerical remits that demonstrate both the success and
failure of the various averaging techniques to simulate fingers. These selected results suggest that
the critical characteristics of finger behavior are being provided not from the physics embodied in
the governing equation but by artifacts introduced through the numerical technique.

2.1. RE, Initial and Boundary Conditions, and Constitutive Relations

We state the dimensionless form of time-dependent 2D, pressure-based form of RE as:

where r(Y)= C(~)/~pwC, vy~wc, -c+~PWCKJ, IFX%VC, ~=z%wc, ~d K(Y)=K(IV)K. are
the dimensionless water capacitance fimctioq pressure hea~ time, horizontal and vertical
positions, and hydraulic conductivity functioq respectively. In additio~ C(V)==[W%] ~-1] is
the water capacitance fhnctio~ e~H(~) ~3L-3] is the hysteretic volumetric moisture content ~
~] is the matric pressure potential, ctpwc~-’] represents the inverse capillary length of the PWC, t
[T] is the time, K, &T’] is the saturated conductivity of tie medi~ x ~] and z ~] are the
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, and K(v) ~Tl] is the hydraulic conductivity
function. We assume (1) is subject to a uniform initial saturation of @i,where @i=[0i4,1wJ/[0~-
O,,PwJ,Oi~3L-3] is the initial moisture conteng e,zwc ~3L-3] is the residual moisture content of the
PWC which we set to zero, and 0, &3L-3]is the saturated moisture content. We use flux ~ound~
conditions on all sides, with zero flux applied to the left (q=O), right (q=L*), and bottom (E=W)
boundaries, where L*–+W& and ~=a ~cH are the dnensionless domain sizes in the horizontal .. .

. . .
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and vertical directions, respectively, and L ~] and H ~] are.the horizontal and vertical domain
width and height respectively.. We.als.o apply a zero flux on the top ~=0) bounds@, excepl-~or a .-

. ..— -- —.. --
zone, (q *-qO)=(xI-@xFWc;wide at-the”centerywhere we supply a corikmt surface flux ‘Yfti’o of ‘-

%.=@$. Here, (ql-%) ~d (x~-%) IL]arethenondimensional~d physicalsome tidths for &e
application of top boqndary conditio~ respectively, ~ &/T] is the applied surface fl~ and K, .
@L/T]refers to the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the material.

To define the functional forms of the constitutive relations (i.e., moisture-retention and hydraulic
conductivity), we use the standard models of van Genuchien [1980] and A4ualem [1976] as:

....— .

@~(Y) =[l+(a” ]Y-l~]-m; tid K(@) =@[l-(1-@l’m~]2, ‘ - -- ‘(2) “-“

where @=[W3,YWc]/[0.+r2wJ refers to the hysteretic saturation, a*=a@pwc is the dimensionless
inverse capilky length for the curve c (i.e., either PWC or MIX), aC~-1] and n are material
dependent constants, and m=l-(1/n). we we consider the moisture-retention functio% OH(Y),
to be hysteretic, hydraulic conductivity, K(@), is assumed to be nonhysteretic [e.g., Kool ~d
Parker, 1987]. Figure 1 depicts a typical closed-loop hysteresis diagrruq where we consider the
PWC and MDC to form the bounding curves. Here we assume a new secondary drainage curve
(SDC) is hitiated (see Figure 1) upon a reversal anywhere along the PWC, with the fictional’
form of SDC determined based on Scott et d’s [1983] empirical hysteresis model. We also define
a; as the maximum size of the hysteresis loop as the ratio of the inverse capilkuy length of the

MDC, a=, to that of PWC, a ~Wc,or a&t~aPWC. When hysteresis is considered, we take
a~=O.5, which is representative of many porous materials [e.g., Kool and Parker, 1987], and for

the nonhysteretic cases PWC and MDC are the same and a~=l.

2.2. Finite-Difference Discretization and Solution of RE

We evaluate the temporal derivative in (1) using the fi.dlyimplicit first-order backward Euler [e.g.,
Celia et al., 1990], approximate the spatial derivatives by staggered grid (i.e., cell-centered) FDM
[e.g., Har%owandzlmsden, 1975], and we linearize the resulting nonlinear system of algebraic
equations using MPI [Celia et al., 1990], where the details for implementing the M3?Iare found in
Cooley [1983] and Celia ei al. [1990]. In this work we assume a constant grid spacing of
Aq=L*/I and A&=Ef/Jthroughout the dom~ where Aq and A~ are the dimensionless grid sizes in
q and& directions, respectively, with I and J being the number of mesh points in the q and ~
directions, respectively. In terms of MM, we express the discretized form of our IBVP as:

where i and j are the mesh point indexes in T and ~ directions, respectively, v+l refers to the
cument (i.e., unknown) time step, p and p+l i.ndlcate the previous and current iteration levels,

respectively, A-TV+,is the current time step size, AYP+l= (Y’’+bP+l– W+l’P) is the iteration
increment (i.e., the change in unknown pressure between two consecutive ‘nonlinear iteration
steps), and r~j?l’Pon the right-hand-side (R.HS) includes all the known parts that are at the iteration

level, ~, r~l’P can be written as:
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where the first and second group of terms on the-RHS of (3b) refer to the discretization of capillary -
terms in the q and ~ directions, respectively, the third bracket is the discretized form of the ~avi~-
term, ~z represents the applied flux value for the bounday nodes that are subject to an ~ only,
and &e last bracket on RHS of (3b) is the dkretization of tempor~ der@ative (dWi2r)Lthattakes _----
advantage of the inass-conietiative propertied-of tied-f6ti.6f R-l%h (3a)_and (3b), all terms -- --

with the exception of the unknown vector, {AYP+l},are linearized and thus &e known. To obtain
the solution at the current iteration level, we invert the resulting coefficient matrix using the.line
successive over-relaxation &SOR) method [e.g., Anderson et al., 1984, pg. 134] for 2D cases,
and we use the Thomas algorithm [e.g., Anderson et al., 1984, pg. 128] to invert the matrix for
one-dmensional (lD) problems. Since LSOR is an iterative solver, we use a convergence criterion
of 10-12,which is based on the smallest of absolute, relative, and norm-2 errors. The nonlinear
iteration step (i.e., MPI) continues until the absolute and relative errors in the pressure and
saturation between two consecutive iterations is less than a preset value (in this study, 104). In all
simulations presented here, the global mass balance error was found to be on the order of -lO-so/O.

From (3a) and (3b) we note that the major numerical parameters controlling the solution are the
time step size (Azv+l),spatial grid size (Aq and A&),and intemodal averaging technique (K~~~2 or

K&~~,j). We choose to compute the time step as, A~v+l=min(l.05A~v,Az~, where A~vand A-r-
are the previous and maximum time step values, and we start the simulations with a very small
initial time step size, Azo=lO-lO.Also, we compute the maximum time step size, Az- as a fraction
of the spatial grid size using, AZ==O. 1[rnin(Aq,AQ/v~, where vu is the dimensionless
maximum Darcy velocity. Thus, by relating the time step to Aq.and At, the grid size and averaging
method become the only ~o numerical parameters that d~ectly influence the overall solution
behavior.

Table 1 lists the various methods we use to evaluate the intemodal conductivities, (i.e., K~~2 or

K&~,j). The first three averaging techniques, first-order partial downwind (DWl), first-order
upwind (UW1), and arithmetic averaging or centered-difference (CD2), are ail based on partial
donor-cell (PDC) averaging [HiizrlowandAmsden, 1975]. As indicated in Table 1, in PDC, we
can vary the value of the weighting parameter, w, to obtain different averaging methods. For
instance, when WO and 1, PDC yields the CD2 and UWl methods, respectively, and for –l<w<O
we have the partial DWI method. Of course, when T—1 (i.e., !idI downwind) the numerical
solution fails to converge for flow into an initially @ material. For this reaso% we generally use
–l<w<O to form the partial DW1 method. Nieber [1996] also uses a similar form of PDC with
w<Oto evaluate intemodal averages at the WF. The w values reportedbyNieber[1996] for his
simulations were, -0.9, -0.8, -0.7, -0.5, and 0.0. Similar partial downwind averaging has also
been used by Ritsema et al. [1998~b] and A@-uyen[1999~b], but they do not report the w values
used in their studies. The final averaging method we consider is the Leonard’s third-order
centered-difference (CD3) method [Leonard, 1979].

For the hysteretic cases, to assess whether any pressure reversals have owurred at the end of each
time step (i.e., when the MPI process has converged), we check the change in the nodal pressures

Y?wl– Y’ ) Simply stated, for constant fluxbetween two consecutive time steps (i.e., AY~Jfl= ~j i,j .

. .
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. infiltration into an initially dry medi~ if the pressure of node (i,j)js igcreas@g or is not changing
‘+1>0 and. IAYV+l~ e~, where e~ is the reversal threshold), node {l,j)Temains on the-(i.e., AYi,j -- ij

sa”mewettixig cuiv~ ‘andwhen a pressure reversal occurs (i.e.,- AY~’< O and- IAY~~l1>SH),
node”([,j) is placed o~ a-new drfiage curve. We follow tie-same general procedure’for all --

6 I

--
-- ---

-. .

..-.
subsequent presstire reversals to place nodes on higher-order scm-tig” cufies. “Wepreviously -
referred to this procedure as the standard reversal criterioq and is equivalent to Kool andParker’s
[1987] procedure. They suggest the reversal threshold, s., should be selected large enough to-
avoid the influence of artificial local pressure oscillations. The source of these spurious
oscillations are either due to the computer based round-off e~or or are as a result of the numerical
technique. ~igce=_we-areinterested in the behavior of the numerical technique, we sets~ to a small ‘--------
number that is slightly larger than the computer’s round-off error (e.g., se 10-ls).

2.3. Two-Dimensional Illustrative Examples

Figures 2a and 2b illustra~ the results of finger simulations, using the DW1 method, with w==
0.90 and -0.80, respectively, at time, z=1OO. The various numerical and physical problem
parameters for these simulations as well as all o~er 2D results presented here are summarized in
Table 2. As we can see from these figures, the smmlated fingers are qualitatively similiu to a
physical finger, where a high saturation finger-tip that drains at the back is present. We note,
however, that for the w—O.90 case @i@re 2a) the finger-tip saturation is =0.88, while for the
w-O.80 cases (Figure 2b) the maximum saturation is =0.70. h other words, a small increase in
the w value? which is simply a numerical parameter, has a significant influence on the final
solution. Figure 2Cillustrates the solution for the CD2 averaging method (i.e., w=O) for the same
identical parameters as Figures 2a and 2b (see Table 2). The highly dissipative response for CD2,
also representative of the result for UWl and CD3, shows a very different behavior from DW1
results (Figure 2a and 2b) and in fact conforms to that expected from RE.

Why are solution behaviors so ~erent between DW1 and other averaging methods? A first clue
is found when we consider grid refinement. Figures 2d and 2e show the solutions for the DW1
with w—O.80 and CD2 methods, using Aq=A~=0.05 (i.e., grid size is reduced by a factor of 4)
and all other parameters as listed in Table 2. As we refine the gri& the essential features of the
underlying governing equation should be enhanced. However, we find that for the DW1 method
(Figure 2d), the finger begins to degenerate with slight widening of the finger core, and a
maximum saturation now decreased to =0.51. Meanwhile, the solution for the other methods
(Figure 2e) show little change from the coarser grid result presented in Figure 2c. A second clue
is found when we consider nonhysteretic solutions. While we find no difference between the
nonhysteretic and hysteretic results for the other averaging methods (i.e., UWl, CD2, and CD3),
for DW1 with w—O.80, as depicted in Figure 2f (for Aq=A&=O.2)and Figure 2g (for
Aq=A~=O.05), the solutions are now dissipative and closer to theCD2 result. Under close
scrutiny of these nonhysteretic solutions we find the DW1 solution contains a one node long ‘peak’
or ‘oscillation’ at the fingertip (seethe tip blowup in Figure 2). To fhrther illustrate these
dtiferences, vertical saturation profiles along the centerline, for the various results in Figure 2, are
shown in Figure 3.

As we will show in the next seclioq the ability of the DW1 method to simulate fingers is wholly
due to the oscillation at the WF seen in the nonhysteretic case. We will also show the oscillation
arises from the TE of the spatial (i.e., capillary and gratity) terms of RE, whose fictional
behavior and magnitude are directly related to the averaging method used. In combination with
hysteresis, this local numerical oscillation yields an ‘organized oscillation’ with a wavelength -0.5
of capilhuy length scale (i.e., =1/et*) similar to what we fmd for physical fingers. As our analysis

. .
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of TE will also.indica~, the reason we find this finger-like behavior for DW1 and not for other
methods in our illustrations is tha~ at the grid spacing use~ the TE for DW1 is &nost two orders --- -
of magnitude larger-thaa for.the other methods. Thus, the 2D numerical solutions using-DWl are L.
riot solving RE-at all, but a modified governing equation wheie the ‘IE yields artiflciiil te-~s that- ~
are of comparable size io the physical terms in RE.

t
.,

. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . -_. . . . .-
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3.o Truncation Error and the Modified Governing Equation -..

Formal evaluation of the truncation error(~) is conducted by Taylor series expansiori of each:. ~. . .. . I . .
term in the dkcretized equation. Following the Taylor series expansio% we obtain an equation that .-
is comprised of the original partial differentk$ equation Q?D.E)along witi. other additional terms.
TM equatio~ refereed to as the ‘modified goveming”equatioq’ is the actuid PDE being solved “
[WamingandHyett, 1974]. Append~ A presen~ the TE term: fog temporal; capillary, and - ~
gravity terms in RE X a fimction of the various averamg methods used in this study. In general,
the leading (i.e., the first or lowest order) terms for each-of the power series in Appendix A are
larges~ yielding the following lowest-order modified governing equation ~- . .._ - - .

.- -.
._. - ---- . .. -—-“---------...:+ ----- .- =.. .-

1..
---

r(~w 1~~)+[i@P7aW@ L{a[K(aYlag)T/tiE}-=’[&-/aEr= : - ~.”-----

The left-hand-side (LHS) represents the origigal form of RE stated in(1) and the three terms on the
RHS refer to the leading TEs of the temporal derivative @Y/i%), the capillary term

(~[~(8Y/~)]/~~~[~(8Y/d~)]/%), ~d gratity term (M~&), respectively. BZis the lowest spatial
coefficient for each averaging method and 4 refers to the spatial order-of-accuracy of the averaging
method; values for 1 and j3Zare listed in Table 1 for the averaging methods used in this study.

The capillary term’s leading TE, EC,P(q,~),for the first-order methods DW1 and UWl (i.e., ./?=1)
can be written as:

with w<O for partial DW1 and T-1 for UW1. For the second-order method CD2 (i.e., -t=z),

%#&) is of the fo~:

and lastly for the third-order method CD3 (i.e., 2=3), EC,p(q,~)becomes:

%,,(WQ=(AT12m{w’y /m’)(*/a) +(a’k(a’v /m’) I/%*)}+
(4d)

(A~2/12){2(a3Y /a~3)(&/a~)+(a2[K@2Y /a~2)]/a~2)} -

As (4b) indicates, the DW1 ardor UWl methods make the discretization of capillary term only
first-order accurate, and for CD3, as (4d) states, the capilkuy term is only ,second-order accurate,
thus reducing the overall order-of-accuracy of the solution. More importantly however, we see
that when the 333sare large enough such that.the RHS of (4a) is non-negligible, the numerical
method actually solves a different governing equation than intended.

In the following sections, we analyze the behavior of the leading order spatial TE terms with
special emphasis near the WF. Because we use a very restrictive time step critenoL the temporal
TE is always negligibly small and thus is not discussed finlher in this paper. We will show that
the particular oscillatory behatior exhibited by the spatial TE terms for DW1, CD2, and CD3 can
all yield finger-like solutions when its magnitude is large enou~ while that of UWl will not. To
make our analysis more tractable, we f~st focus on lD vertical forms of (4a) through (4d), i.e., all

.-.,

.-,,,:.. ;-.-2<,
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q terms drop. In section 3. 1;we consider a simple-lD fictional forni for the pressure head , - -
across the WF that-allows us-to-illustrate the-behatior of the various derivatives (i:e.; TE terms] in - -.
(4a) through (4d) analytically.- -Wenote that the utili~ of such analytical forms of the TEs-are_ ...- “
limited, as they can neither fully represent the magnitude of the various emor terms nor account for -. .
the feedback that arises during the numefical solution process. Therefore, we perform a series of
nonhysteretic and hysteretic lD simulations in sections 3.2 and 3.3, and evaluate numerical
representations of the various TE terms. These lD numerical results, while approximate, allow us
to directly discuss the behavior of the various TE terms and their role in yielding oscillato~
behavior and, in particular, the near physical organized oscillation found when hysteresis is
included. In section 3.4, we illus~a~additional near physical trends @ the ID finger-like-

. .b solutions.with variation of initiat saturation-and material-nonlinearity. -Finally, in section 3.>, we -
“present the”behavior of the TE for 2D-solutions ‘imdrelate the ori@M of he finger-like response to
the oscillations seen in the lD cases.

.- --- - . . . . . . .
. 3.1. One-Dimensional ‘Analytical- Illustration of Local Truncation Error Behavior

To illustrate the fictional behavior of the various TE terms across the WF, we consider the
following hypothetical pressure profile

Y(E) = YO{exp(-& -l}, (5)

where the dimensionless variables YOand A denote the reference pressure (i.e., roughly equivalent
to the initial condition) and WF sharpness factor, respectively. Substituting (5) into (2), we can
then develop the saturatio~ @@ and permeability, K(g) profiles, to.subsequently evaluate the
various derivative terms on the RHS of (4a) throu@ (4d). Functional behavior of the gravity and
capillary terms’ TE for the dfierent averaging methods, plotted along with the analytical saturation

profile, @(~), are depicted in Figure 4.

From the modified governing equation, (4a), the leading term for Emv@ is given by
pp’+’dag’+’. For UWl, this yields a second derivative of x with respect to ~ whic~ as Figure
4a shows, has a positive maximum and a negative minimum ahead and behind the WTF,
respectively. For the DW1 method, the form of this error is identical to that of UWl with w<O.
Thus, DW1’S behatio~ is opposite to that of UWl as the WF is crossed. Since the CD2 method
(i.e., wO) has a third-order derivative, with respect to the UWl method, CD2 naturally yields
another peak further behind the WF (see Figure 4a). Finally, for the CD3 metho~ the fourth-
order derivative yields an additional valley ahead of the WF and another small peak fix-her behind
the WF. For the capilhuy term, the TE behatior is less obvious from (4b) through (4d). ~
However, we see in Figure 4b that normalized EC (Q profiles for UWl, DW1, and CD2 me&ods
all display a similar behavior to their gravity term h, and thus are in phase across the WF. The

E.,P(E)Pro~e for the CD3 aPP.e~s tO~O~OWa simil~ wavs-form ~ hat of DW1 error, with a
negative minimum and a posltwe rna.mmum ahead and behind the Wl?, respectively, even though
based on (4b) and (4d), the leading order EC&) for the two methods are entirely different.

We can categorize the various methods with respect to their ‘Ill behavior as follows. The UWl
method yields an ‘artificial diflhsioq’ where the net effect of this method is to smear a sharp WF
and thus reduce the solution accuracy [e.g., Gresho and Lee, 1981]. Since the TE for the DW1
method is opposite of the UWl, its total TE yields an artificial negative difl%sion or ‘artificial
compression’ that sharpens a WF [Leonard andNiknafi, 1991]. For both the CD2 and CD3
methods the TE behavior in general yields an ‘artificial dispersion’, which distorts a sharp front by
introducing oscillations [e.g., see Arwkrson et al., 1984, pg. 92; Patel et al., 1985; Liu ei al.,
1995].
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Use of the analytic profile in (5) also allows us to easily co&id& ~e”~~uehce-of~.;harpgess on
the TE displayed-in Figures 4aand 4b. As Aincreases and the WF sharpens (i.e.,. ~:the-.gradients .
in pressure, saturatio~ and permeability grow), the T%is focused to a narrowing zone near the.
WF. There, the maximum and mitimum values of the ~ terms ~ (4a)-(4d) ~crewe in ibsolute. .
value. Therefore, the influences of the TE, as described above, will grow as the WI? sharpens.
Such sharpening occurs as media nonlinearity (nm~ increases or the initial saturation (@)- .
decreases, as we consider in section 3.4.

3.2. One-Dimensional Nonhysteretic Simulations and Local Truncation Error
.,

For the ID simulations discussed here, values for the various numerical and physical par~eters “
are listed in Table 2. Figure 5 presents the nonhysteretic ,lD vertical saturation profiles, near the
WF for a gtid size of A&O.2 at time z=60, for various averaging methods. Not surprisingly,
while only UWl attains a monotonic (i.e., oscillation-free) solutio% all other averaging methods
yield nonmonotonic(i.e., oscillato~) results. The oscillatory natnre of each profile depends upon
the averaging technique used. For instance, DW1 and CD2 show a single osculation of dif5erent
amplitude at the back of the WF, but for CD3, oscillations of varying periodicity continue over the
entire domain behind the WF. Figure 6 displays the local variation of the gravity, capillary, and
total TE terms, for each of the profiles in Figure 5. In Figure 6, we use second-order centered
differences to numerically estimate the various derivative terms on the RHS of(7) because we
found centered dfierences to preseme the symmetry we see in the analytical as well as the 2D
cases presented later.

In the case of UWl (Figure 6a), since this method does not qualitatively influence the shape of the
front the TE form for the gravity and capillary terms is similar to the analytical case where both TE
terms have a positive and then a negative value ahead and behind the WF. respectively. Across the
WF, the TE behavior for the other three methods is also consistent with the analytical
representation shown in Figure 4, however, we also see additional features. For the DW1 method
(Figure 6b), we find an additional negative error swing due to the rapid change in the saturation
grad~ent behind the WF. For CD2 (Figure 6c), also at the back of the ~, the capillary error is not
in phase with the gravity term’s error, even though the analytic cases depict both emors to be in
phase. Finally, as Figure 6d displays, CD3 yields many additional oscillations in both the gravity
and capillary terms’ TE that we do not have in the analytical example. However, despite these
dfierences, at the WF where we are most interested, the TE for the capillary and gratity terms are
in phase for all methods as seen in the analytical study.

TE is clearly responsible for the oscillatory saturation profiles in Figure 5. We can see among the .
various methods that DW1 exhibits the largest TE magnitude across the WF, followed by CD3,
CD2, and UW1. TE magnitude for the DW1 method is much greater than for UWl, even though
the fi.mctional form of TE for the two methods is the same. This is due to the dependence of TE on
the WF sharpness and feedback during the numerical solution. For DW1, the front is sharpened
by TE which in turn increases the TE, while for UWl, the TE smears the front thereby decreasing
TE. In the case of CD2, the oscillation does not result in a very large overprediction in saturation
because CD2’S TE is more than an order of magnitude smaller than that of DW1. Finally, in the
case of CD3 (Figure 6d), since TE magnitude behind the WF is greater than that of the CD2 error, .
CD3 resul~ in a larger saturation value there. Figure 6 also shows, for all averaging methods, the
magnitude for the gratity term’s ‘E is on average lager than the TE for the capillary term, but both
are always on the same order of the magnitude.

3.3. One-Dimensional Hysteretic Simulations and Local Truncation Error

. .
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If we now.consider the.hysteretic~olution forthesame ID cases as in Figure 5, we find an -.1
oscillatory structure which as sliown in Figure 7Z is entirely different from the nonhysteretic
profiles. While the solution for UWl in this figure is once again monotonic the profiles for the . . .. ..
other averaging methods now exhibit an’ organized oscillatio~’ with a wavelengthari order of
magnitude longer than that typical of the nonhysteretic oscillations. Additionally, the CD3-solution
no longer displays the kind of high frequency oscillations present in the nonhysteretic case, even
though all problem parameters are the same. The amplitude of the organized oscillation (i.e.Jthe
saturation at the back of the WF) varies as a fiction of the averaging method and is directly related
to the magnitude of TE. The DW1 method has the highest peak saturation value, followed by CD3
and CD2 which display smaller values, respectively. An example of the local TE behatior for the
DW1. method is presented in F,igure7b. Comp@on to Figure 6b shows only a slight difference. in.
form and magnitude between hysteretic and nonhysteretic cases. This is-illustrative of what we - -- -
find for the other methods as well.

The formation of the organized oscillation is explained through the interaction of hysteresis and
TE. From Figure 1, we can see that a small change in the pressure at the WI? corresponds to a
large change in the saturation on the PWC. The negative and positive swings in the spatial TE for
all metiods but UWl, cause tie WI? to first sharpen and then overshoot the pressumlsaturation-at
the back of the VLl?.For nonhysteretic cases, where saturation is evaluated using the PWC, the
next down-swing of the TE term.behind the WI?yields a down-ward oscillation in saturation with a
short wavelength. However, when hysteresis is considered and the down-swing in the computed
pressure behind the WI? satisfies the reversal criterio% the pressure oscillation causes a false
reversal to a new SDC. Referring to Figure 1, we see that pressure down-swings must be -0.5
(i.e., on the order of the hysteresis loop size) on the SDC before they substantially influence the
saturation behind the V/F. While additional oscillations behind the WI? can cause reversals to
secondruy and higher-order scanning (wetting and drainage) curves, the fictional behatior of
these curves significantly masks the influence of the small pressure perturbations on the saturation
proffle. Thus, hysteresis in combination with TE induced numerical oscillation yields an organized
oscillation with a wavelength on the order of the capillary leng@ just as seen in physical fingers.

3.4. Trends in Organized Oscillation with Initial Saturation and Media
Nonlinearity

Interestingly, for a given A~ where the TE is prominen$ the influences of the initial saturatio~ @i,
and material nonlinearity? nWO on numerical oscillation are also similar to their effects on physical
gravity-driven fingering m homogeneousfields [see Glum and Nicholl, 1996]; as the WF sharpness
decreases such as due to an increase in @ior a reduction in nwa the influences of both gratity-
driven fingering and numerical oscillations dtish. To illustrate this, we present the lD
hysteretic solutions for A~=O.2using DW1 with w=-O.8 “and~=0.1, for nPWC=15and various @i
values in Figure 8Z and various n~c values with @i=lO-1oin Figure 8b. In Figure 8A we see that
for a given A~ and n~Wcover the range, 10-lO<@i<l0-2,the initial saturation has no effect on the
final solution, but for larger @ivalues, the magnitude of organized oscillation (i.e., the saturation
behind the W?) drops and the WF position moves fhrther into the domain. As Figure 8b shows,
for a media with mild nonlinearities (i.e., nPW#3) where a non-sharp WF is formed, the computed
solution is nearly oscillation-free. However, as nPWCincreases and the WI? sharpens, the
magnitude of the organized oscillation gTows.

3.5. Role of Truncation Errors in ‘Simulating; Fingers in Two-Dimensions

We now analyze the local 333behavior for representative 2D nonhysteretic and hysteretic results.
Our focus is on the DW1 method as it ‘simulates’ fingers the best however, the discussion also
applies to other averaging methods or grid sizes. Analysis of the TE for 2D simulations shoti in

. .
. ..,
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Figure 2b (hysteretic) and Figure 2f (nonhysteretic) yield a much more complicated error field than
seen in the ID cases. In order to present the TE pattern simply, we assign black white, and gray -
shades to regions with negative, positive, and zero TE, respe~vely (see Figures 9a and 9b). We
see that as the V/I? is crossed, TE varies from negative to positive and.back to negative. Thus, the
overall TE behavior is consistent with our previously discussed lD findings. TE for the
nonhysteretic case (Figure 9b) also show spurious oscillations behind the fion~ although in -
actuality their magnitude is very small (--10-3).

Figures 9Cand 9d present the saturatio~ gravity, capillary, and total TE profiles in the vertical
direction (i.e., at q=5) for the 2D hysteretic results shown in Figures 2b and 2f, respectively. _
Clearly, the fi.mctional behayior of the,profles in Figures 9Cand 9d is consistent with the hysteretic .
and nonhysteretic lD resuhs. Thus, the negative part of TE (ahead of the VW) sharpens the W3?,
while the positive portion (behind the WF) contributes to generating spurious oscillations there.
We also find, forthe 2D nonhysteretic case, the maximum total TE is-approximately one third of
those for both 2D and lD hysteretic cases, thus accounting for the more diflise nature of the
nonhysteretic results in 2D.

As a final example tying TE to finger simulation with RE, we go back and ask why the CD2
method did not yield finger-like behavior in Figures 2C and 2e. Based on our results, when the TE
is large enough (for example due to an unreasonably large @d size), any averaging method with
an oscillatory behavior should be able to simulate a finger. We therefore considered the case of
CD2 where Aq=A&=l and all other problem parameters identical to ones used in Figures 2Cand 2e.
The simulation indeed yielded a finger where the width was now confined to the infiltration source
width. Moreover, the saturation along the center-line was nonmonotonic with an organized
oscillation, even though the saturation value behind the tip was not very large (-0.52). Thus, by
increasing the grid size and the comespondmg TE magnitude, even a dissipative and yet osculatory
method such as CD2 can yield finger-like behavior in 2D. , .

,
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4. Concluding Remarks ..- -.. -

As suggested by Nieber[1996], we have confkmed RE with hysteresis and a pa.rii~ downwind_ - -”.
averaging method can simulate finger-like behavior. However, we fmd these tigers are merely
numerical artifacts “causedby truncation error-induced spurious oscillations. Making use of such
an approach that relies on TE and subsequent numerical oscillation to study a physical phenomenon
is problematic. Even while many aspects of the physical behavior can be mimicked throu@. . . ,
calibration of various numerical parameters, such-an approach is not general and cannot be used to
explore the true physical phenomenon within physical parameter space.

Oscillation-free solution of RE along with standard constitutive relations of van Genuchten [1980]
and Miualem [1976] and constant flux boundary conditions cannot support a physically
nonrnonotonic flow response. Since such physical nonmonotonicity is an essential characteristic
of gravity-driven fingers, it is obvious that standard unsaturated flow theory is insufficient to
describe all aspects of the physics especially for constant flux infiltration in initially dry, high.lY
nonlinear, and hysteretic media where gravity-tiven fingers occur. We are certainly not the first
to question the generality or even the validity of RE [e.g., see Gray andHmsanizadeh, 1991;
Stonestrom and Akstin, 1994]. However, in the context of gravity-driven fingering, the
dramatically deviant physical behavior is a clear manifestation of the shortcomings of traditional
theory.

We note that fingers can be easily simulated using non-continuum approaches base on Modfled
Invasion Percolation (MII?). These approaches represent the physics of phase displacement at the
pore scale with a set of rules and then connect pores into networks on which the phase invasion
problem is simulated. In particular, for the gravity destabilized invasion of a wetting fluid at time
scales large with respect to fdm flow or vapor dlffbsion .md for flow rates where viscous forces
are negligible, Glass and Ymington [1996] showed reasonable agreement for figer widths
between Ml? simulations and experiments. The authors mention that nonmonotonic behavior,
while not considered in their study, is straightforwardly introduced with the simultaneous invasion
of both wetting and nonwetting phases. While such pore network scale approaches are critical to
increase our basic understanding of the gravity-driven fingering process, continuum scale models
must also be developed. In order to suggest an ‘interim’ continuum scale mathematical model, we
hypothesize a governing equation that simply includes additional differential terms similar to the
Ieadmg TE of the DW1 method. As we have shown in this paper, the qualitative behavior expected
of physical fingers with material nonlinearity and initial moisture is also found for the artificial 133
induced fingers. Although mch an ‘ad hoc’ approach is not grounded in the traditional
conceptualizations of tie physics of two-phase flow in porous media and may not prove to be
entirely correct such a modtied governing equation can provide insight into the form of terms
missing from the traditional theory and indeed model fingers that resolve more clearly with grid
refinement instead of just ‘fading away.’
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Appendix A: Truncation. Error for Various. Terms of ‘Richards Equation . - .
-. . .-.. - “.. :.“

H&erkamp ‘2md-”VicIin~19~-9]havepr&ented the tempor~ and spatial”TE fornis ofanumber of ~
avera@g methods. Here, we use the finite d.ifTerence(FD) discretization of-each RE te~, ~d ~-
state the corresponding power series forms of 333as: ..- .

—. -----.—. .- .- .-’
. . -.. . . ... . . .

[(y’;’ – ‘;’)1~~]‘“(~ylfi) –~[Atv /(v +I)!l(&+IY/&V+l) Y’- -- “ “-

.. . .

‘(Al) “
‘=1

[(K;:,,2-;’,,, )/A&]=&/a~-~~j(afi’K/~R’). (A4)
j=l

The LHS of(Al) through (A4) are the l?D forms of temporal, q and &direction capillary, and
gravity terms of RE terms, respectively. The first term on the RHS of each equation is the
differential forms and the second terms the TE terms. E-(q) and E~(&) are the error due to the

capilkuy term in the q and ~ directions, respectively, and ~j is the spatial (i.e., grid size dependent)

coefficient. (3j, E-(q), and E9 (~) depend upon the averaging method. For the PDC method

(i.e., DW1; CD2, and UWl) ~j has the following general form:

~j = (1/2) [(1- W) + (1+ w)(-l)j+’][A~j/(j +l)!], j= 1,2,3,...,

and for CD3 ~j becomes:

~j = (1/3) [1+(-l)fi’(2j - 3)][A&/(j+l)!], j = 3,4,5,...,

We can generally state the capihry~enn’s TE in the &directioq EW(Q, as:

E.,,(g) = we,(g)+ e,(g) +2Ke2(&) + e,(g)

with

eo(E)=~ [&2j+1/(2(j + l))!][(m/ag)(a2(W?/ag2W )+(ay/@(a2(j’’)K/a& 2(fi1) ,
j=o

)]

e]03=A[42j Kzj + O!][(ac1a5)(a*j+*y/a&+l) +(aw @(a2j+1K / z2j+l ,
)]

j=l

UJ

%(E)= ~ [U2j @(j + l))!](a2(W?/ag2@l) ,)j=l

(M)

(A6)

<A7)

(As)

(A9)

(A1O)



e3(E)=~, ~, Alj[M&’=1~(3(~~ I)!)][(~jKI ~~j)(#+lY/-d&z+lj ‘ ‘- - “---- ‘- “)]
j=z ~1 .

. . . .

re d --------- ‘---
-— -- ---.-

. .....- --
---- ,------ ---

‘Zj = [(1+ w)/2] +[(1 – W)/2](–l)~L+l. - - “
. .
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(A12)

Note that a similar Set of relations as (A7) through (A12) must be also stated for.q directio~ . - -..
Ew(q). __ .. - J ‘ . ... .-– --- ----- -.: .---, .- -------- ----- --- .- ...- ..

—, . . . . . .- ----- ... . ---.,.
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Figure Captions: . .
...-

Figurel. A @picid’cliilied-loop hyderesi@ia~m.~~ PW_C.ind MD_CrepreSeri&ig ke”bo~dary “- -
..-.

..- —...
cumes ‘~ong witli”typicai SDCS. Here, n

PWC=nkC=15 ‘d”oA ‘efers ‘o ‘tie ‘Xymptotic (rnfium)” --
saturation &at oscillation-~ee solution of-RE can obtain under-a constant flux boundary condition
with ~=x(@A). “ - .. ------ --

Figure 2. Simulated finger-like behavior using 2D Richards equation for constant flux infiltration
. ... . .

in an initially dry media at =100. ,Each image has a dimensionless height of 20 and width of 10
and the saturation of each grid block is depicted with a color that ranges from a zero to one, --

! without-my iQ!ew&ti-on-or smoothing. .Hystefitic results for-~d size &l=A~=O~2:”($Dwl.ti-ti - -.. . . . --
w=-O.9, (b) DW1 with w=-O.8, and (c) CD2. Effect of grid refinement on hysteretic cases for
Aq=A~=O.05: (d) DW1 with w—O.8and (e) CD2. Nonhys~ereticre@@ for DW1 with w-O.8 ---

>. for two diff~rent grid sizes: ($ Aq=A&=O.2&d (g) Aq=A&=O.05.
..

Figure 3. Vertical saturation profiles along the centerline (i.e., q=5) for the vruious 2D results
shown in Figure 2: H=hysteretic, NK-==onhysteretic, G1=5,304 nodes, and G2=8 1,204 nodes.

Figure 4. Analytical behavior, of spatial truncation error for a hypothetical saturation profile for
YO=-5and Z=1O:(a) gravity term error and (b) capillary term error. All errors are normalized by
their maximum (i.e., infinite norm) values. .

Figure 5. Nonhysteretic lD saturation profiles near the wetting front as a function of averaging
technique at 7=60 for@i=lO-lO,~=0. 1, npWc=15,and A<=O.2. . .

Figure 6. Saturation profdes plotted along with the local behavior of the gravity, capilkuy, and total
truncation errors for lD nonhysteretic results shown in Figure 5: (a) UWl, (b) DW1 with w=
0.80, (C) CD2, and (d) CD3.

Figure 7. Hysteretic lD saturation profiles: (a) saturation profdes as a fimction of averaging ~
technique for the identical problem shown in Figure 5 and (b) saturation profdes plotted along with
the gravity, capillary, and total truncation errors for DW1 with w=-O.80. .

Figure 8. Hysteretic lD saturation profiles for DW1 with w=-O.8, A~=o.2, and.&=O.l: (a)
npWC=15and various @ivalues (in these simulations, we have extended the domain size so that the
bottom boundary does not influence the WF at higher @ivalues) and (b) @i=lO-10and various nmc
values. .

Figure 9. Truncation error behavior for 2D results: Positive, negative, and zero total truncation
error mapped with black white, and gray shades to show the general oscillatory solution behavior
fo~ (a) hysteretic simulation in Figure 2b and (b) nonhysteretic simulation in Figure 2f. Vertical
transects of saturatio~ gravity, capilkuy, and total spatial truncation errors along the axis of
symme~ (i.e., q=5) for: (c) hysteretic simulation in Figure 2b and (d) nonhysteretic simulation in
Figure 2f.
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Table 1. Numerical. formulation, order of accuracy, Wd cc@13cientsfor the lowe:t:~atiti’ -. - . -- ‘- - .-
- truncation emor-term for various averaging methods”

. ..
. ..- .-. . . .. .

Averaging method
. .

Form of ~:;;; _Orderof accuracy ~Leading truiication--- --- -
.-. -‘- (q -.. - -. error &effiSents= (B,).. . ..-.

PDC: K;’};= [(l + W)K~!*p + (1- W)K~13p]/2

Uwl (W=l)

DW1 (-l<w<O)

CD2 (w=O)

V+l,p
Kj 1 A42

[(l-~wkj
..

‘“”p+(1 – @K;::p@ 1 ‘“ “ ‘ -+(@2j”

2 &2/6

CD3 A~3/12[2K~~ +5K~~P - K~~]/6 3

PDC: partial donor cell, DW1: first-order downwind, UWl: first-order up&ind, CD2: second-
order centered difference, and CD3: third-order centered difference

Table 2. Numerical and physical parameters for the lD and 2D numerical simulations
Applied flux ratio, ~ 0.1

IIlitid saturatio~ ?i *()-10

Material nonlineanty, nPWC=n= 15 (see hysteresis curves in Figure 1) “
a; 0.5 (hysteretic) and 1.0 (nonhysteretic)

Hysteretic reversal criterion, .s~
Domain width, L*
Domain height, ~

~o-15

10
20

Top boundary condition source widt& ql-qo 0.2” ‘
Spatial grid size, Aq=A{

Figires 2a, b, c, f 0.2 (5,304 nodes)
Figures 2d, e, g 0.05 (81,204 nodes)

Note: All computational nodes are initially placed on the PWC.
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